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HOFFKIDS MATH QUESTIONS (HMQ)
*JUST HIT FILE and PRINT the entire document. Work on it. Bring to class!
Question #

HMQ232

Topic

inequalities

(day 2)

Math Questions
A solution is a number that is true for a variable.
Is the number 5 a solution to the inequality below?
Show your proof.
7c < 35

Circle YES or NO

Create a SET of three numbers for w that would make this inequality true.
{ _________ ___________ ______________ }
HMQ233

inequalities

(day 2)

w ≥ -7

The formula

!

F = "C + 32
can be used to convert the temperature in degrees Celsius (C ) to the Fahrenheit
temperature (F).
If a thermometer reads 40°C, what is that temperature in degrees Fahrenheit?

HMQ234

REVIEW
Formulas
(with
fractions)

Having trouble? Try
-coping the formula
-plugging in what you know for the variable (the variable is C)
-solve
Show your work.

Answer F =__________________
Tell if each number is a SOLUTION to the inequality. Write yes or no.
10 ≥ h
HMQ235

inequalities
(day 2)

A 11 _______

B 10_________

D 0________

E -10________

C 9.5__________
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Question #

HMQ236

Topic

inequalities

Math Questions
Tell if each number is a SOLUTION to the inequality. Write yes or no.
Show all work using substitution and decide.
3h + 4 ≤ 10

(day 2)

A 3 _________

B 2.5_________

C 0__________

D 2__________

Which number below makes the inequality true? Plug in or use the “better method”
shown in class today, show work. Multiple choice.
HMQ237

inequalities

x + 75 ≤ 115

(day 2)

A 75

HMQ238

inequalities

B 190

C 41

D 40

The set of numbers {1, 7, 11, 12} contains possible values of m.
Which number below is a solution for m? (show your work through substitution).
Multiple choice.
4m + 8 ≥ 36

(day 2)

A 1

B 6

C 8

D 0

Which value or values for the variable y from the set below will make the inequality
True? Multiple choice but do the work with a calculator!

5 + 1.5y £ 4y
HMQ239

{0, 0.88, 2, 3.1}

Inequalities
(substitution)

A
B
C
D

only 3.1
.88 and 2
2 and 3.1
all values in the set

CHALLENGE: Can you solve the following inequality for t?
HMQ240

inequalities
(day 1)

3t > 60

